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1. COUNTRY PROFILE AND ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 
Hungary's political system is a parliamentary democracy. The President of Hungary is Ms. Katalin Novák 
(since 2022)1, the Prime Minister is Mr. Viktor Orbán2. Since 2010, the Fidesz-KDNP right-wing party alliance 
has been governing the country. Hungary’s surface area is 93 030 km². The population is 9,689,000 (2022) 
showing a slight but steady decline in recent years. In Hungary, the average age is 42.7 years (2020)1 and 
the retirement age is 65 years (2022). 

In April 2022, the average number of employed persons aged 15–74 was 4,688 million.3 In April 2022, the 
number of unemployed was 176.000 and the unemployment rate was 3.6%.4 In March 2022 full-time 
employees’ gross average earnings were HUF 511,400 (€1277), average net earnings with tax benefits reached 
HUF 352,200 (€879). Average gross earnings grew by 17.5%, while average net earnings with tax benefits 
were 18,1% higher than a year earlier.5 Consumer prices were 10.7% higher on average in May 2022 than a 
year earlier. The highest price rises over the last 12 months were measured for food and consumer durables. 
In one month, consumer prices increased by 1.7% on average.6 

The volume of the gross domestic product increased by 8.2% in Hungary in the 1st quarter of 2022 compared 
to the corresponding period of the previous year. According to seasonally and calendar adjusted and 
reconciled data, the performance of the economy rose by 2.1% compared to the previous quarter and by 
8% compared to the corresponding period of the previous year.7 

In the long-term, the Hungary GDP per capita PPP is projected to trend around USD 34200.00 in 2022, 
according to our econometric models.8 

 
1 Sándor Palace, https://www.sandorpalota.hu/  
2 Prime Minister, https://miniszterelnok.hu/  
3 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, First Releases, Employment, https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/fog2204  
4 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, First Releases, Unemployment, https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/mun2204  
5 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, First Releases, Earnings, https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/ker2203  
6 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, First Releases, Consumer Prices, https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/far2205  
7 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, First Releases, GDP, https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/gdp2203  
8 Trading Economics, https://tradingeconomics.com/hungary/gdp-per-capita-ppp?embed/forecast 

https://www.sandorpalota.hu/
https://miniszterelnok.hu/
https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/fog2204
https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/mun2204
https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/ker2203
https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/far2205
https://www.ksh.hu/gyorstajekoztatok#/en/document/gdp2203
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1.1 MACROECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

According to the European Commission's forecasts, the Hungarian economy will have regained its growth 
momentum by the end of 2021. The GDP is estimated to have grown by 6.5% in 2021. Economic growth is 
expected to slow down to 5% in 2022. Significant stimulus measures should boost consumption in 2022, 
including a one-off FDI refund to households and substantial administrative wage increases. However, high 
inflation is eroding households' purchasing power and damaging consumer confidence. Investment 
expansion will be limited by the authorities' decision to lower the budget deficit target by 1% of GDP in 
2022, mainly by cutting public investment. GDP growth is expected to slow further to 3.2% in 2023, after 
economic activity returns to its pre-pandemic trend and temporary policy support is phased out. Inflation 
has remained high in recent months, with the HICP rising by 7.4% year-on-year in December 2021. Consumers 
have been protected from wholesale energy price increases by unchanged regulated prices for residential 
energy and a temporary cap on motor fuel prices. However, core inflation has continued to rise, indicating 
broad-based inflationary pressures. The government introduced temporary price controls on a number of 
essential food items on  February 1st, which are estimated to reduce inflation by 0.1 percentage point by 
2022. Inflation is expected to rise further from 5.2% in 2021 to 5.4% in 2022 on the back of higher production 
costs and strong consumer demand. Thereafter, it is expected to decline to 3.6% in 2023 as the impact of 
cost shocks fades.9 

On the cost side, rising energy and commodity prices are again pushing up domestic inflation, the pace of 
which depends very much on how the war in Ukraine develops. If the market shock caused by the war 
subsides, inflation could average between 7.5 and 9.8% a year. The forint depreciated by 1.7 % against the 
euro, more than against other currencies in the region, and by 4% against the dollar.10 

The growth potential of the Hungarian economy remains strong, but the short-term economic outlook is 
surrounded by considerable uncertainty. Rising commodity and energy prices and increasing difficulties in 
supply chains are also slowing down growth. After a record economic expansion in 2021, economic growth 
has been very dynamic in the beginning of the year. In the coming quarters, economic activity will be 
strongly influenced by the war, the sanction policies imposed and the government’s response to this 
exceptional situation. The effects of the war have their strongest impact on growth, directly through 
external trade channels and difficulties in international production chains. In addition, growth is also held 
back by rising commodity prices and operating costs, as well as by high uncertainty in general. 

Domestic demand is strong, with household consumption boosted by both rising wages and government 
measures to increase household incomes. Investment growth is slowing, but the investment rate remains 

 
9 European Commission, Forecast Hungary, 
https://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/forecasts/2022/winter/ecfin_forecast_winter_2022_hu_en.pdf 
10 Magyar Nemzeti Bank, Macroeconomic and financial market developments, https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/hatteranyag-a-
monetaris-tanacs-2022-marcius-22-i-ulesenek-roviditett-jegyzokonyvehez-en.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/forecasts/2022/winter/ecfin_forecast_winter_2022_hu_en.pdf
https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/hatteranyag-a-monetaris-tanacs-2022-marcius-22-i-ulesenek-roviditett-jegyzokonyvehez-en.pdf
https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/hatteranyag-a-monetaris-tanacs-2022-marcius-22-i-ulesenek-roviditett-jegyzokonyvehez-en.pdf
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high. Depending on the duration of the war and the sanction policies, GDP is expected to grow by 2.5-4.5% 
in 2022, 4-5% in 2023 and 3-4% in 2024.11 

According to the preliminary data on the financial account released by the Hungarian National Bank (MNB), 
the budget deficit as a percentage of GDP in 2021 was a better than expected 7.3%, while the public debt 
ratio declined from 80% at the end of 2020 to 77.3% at the end of 2021. The government's target included 
a lower deficit path in December 2021 than previously projected, with a deficit as a percentage of GDP of 
4.9% in 2022, 3.5% in 2023 and 2.5% in 2024. The war conflict and resulting market tensions will increase 
the fiscal deficit by about 0.6% of GDP, which will be covered by favourable base flows and earlier spending 
plans. However, a further increase in geopolitical tensions represents a risk that could be mitigated by using 
internal budgetary reserves for this purpose. The deficit could approach the 3% deficit criterion in 2023 
and fall below 3% in 2024. The debt ratio could fall to 70% by the end of the forecast period.12 

Competitive wage dynamics in 2022 has been fueled by the sharp increase in the minimum wage at the 
beginning of the year, a tight labour market and high inflation expectations. The MNB expects wage growth 
to return to double digits in 2022.13 

In December, GKI expected growth of 4.5-5%  in Hungary in 2022, which has now been significantly reduced 
to 2.5-3%, still suggesting faster growth than the EU average. Real incomes could still increase by 4.5%, real 
pensions by around 5% and real incomes by around 5.5%, even with inflation at around 9% Household 
consumption will increase rapidly by around 4%, but slightly less than last year and earlier expectations. 
Households' net borrowing capacity will continue to increase. GKI forecasts that employment will stagnate 
or increase by at most 0.5% in 2022, while unemployment is expected to fall at a minimum from an average 
of 4.1% to 4% over the course of the year.14 

As a result of accommodative monetary and fiscal policies, Hungarian inflation was among the highest in 
the region even before the Covid crisis, as was the almost continuous weakening of the forint. These 
developments have accelerated in recent months, while the key interest rate has also started to rise sharply. 
In February 2022, the price increase was 8.3% compared to the previous year,15 the value of the euro in HUF 
temporarily reached 400 and the key interest rate (announced at the time of the tender of a weekly deposit) 
was 5.85% as of 17 March. A year earlier, in February 2021, inflation was only 3.1%, the euro exchange rate 
was about HUF 358, and the key interest rate was 1.85%. A tightening of monetary policy (with a rise in the 
key interest rate to about 8% by the end of the year, equal to the base rate) could lead to an average 

 
11 Magyar Nemzeti Bank, Press release on the Monetary Council meeting of 26 April 2022, https://www.mnb.hu/en/monetary-
policy/the-monetary-council/press-releases/2022/press-release-on-the-monetary-council-meeting-of-26-april-2022  
12 Magyar Nemzeti Bank, Report on the balance of payments, https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/fizetesi-merleg-jelentes-eng-2022-
aprilis.pdf  
13 Magyar Nemzeti Bank, Inflációs Jelentés, https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/hun-ir-digitalis-12.pdf  
14 GKI Gazdaságkutató Zrt., Lassuló növekedés, gyorsuló infláció, keleti zárás, https://www.gki.hu/wp-
content/uploads/2022/03/Sajtoosszefoglalo-2203.pdf 
15 Hungary Today, Inflation Reaches 15-Year High in February, https://hungarytoday.hu/hungarian-inflation-hungary-15-year-
high-february-2022-price-changes/  

https://www.mnb.hu/en/monetary-policy/the-monetary-council/press-releases/2022/press-release-on-the-monetary-council-meeting-of-26-april-2022
https://www.mnb.hu/en/monetary-policy/the-monetary-council/press-releases/2022/press-release-on-the-monetary-council-meeting-of-26-april-2022
https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/fizetesi-merleg-jelentes-eng-2022-aprilis.pdf
https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/fizetesi-merleg-jelentes-eng-2022-aprilis.pdf
https://www.mnb.hu/letoltes/hun-ir-digitalis-12.pdf
https://www.gki.hu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Sajtoosszefoglalo-2203.pdf
https://www.gki.hu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Sajtoosszefoglalo-2203.pdf
https://hungarytoday.hu/hungarian-inflation-hungary-15-year-high-february-2022-price-changes/
https://hungarytoday.hu/hungarian-inflation-hungary-15-year-high-february-2022-price-changes/
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annual price increase of about 9% and a euro exchange rate of HUF 390-40016, with a price index of about 
10% in some months, with a very high degree of uncertainty and fluctuation. 

1.2 SITUATION OF THE INDUSTRY 

1.2.1 Economic environment 
In the last 2-3 years, both the global economy and the Hungarian economy have faced significant problems 
and challenges. The COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 and the Ukrainian-Russian war have caused, among 
other things, a drastic increase in energy prices, shortages of raw materials and microchips, which have in 
turn caused significant problems that have become part of our everyday life. Last year Hungary has 
successfully met these challenges and managed to set a triple record in 2021, with a record investment 
value of HUF 1886 billion, the highest employment level since the fall of communism, and a record export 
value of more than €119 billion last year. The crisis periods have a significant impact on Hungarian industrial 
production. The Hungarian industry has been able to set itself on a path over the last decade or so that 
ensures that when the crisis situation pauses or ends, it can follow an upward trajectory in industrial 
production. The 2021 outcome represents a relatively low base.17 

 
Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office 

Industrial production increased by 5% in the first three months of 2022 compared to 2021. Most 
manufacturing subsectors contributed to the increase. The heaviest-weighted vehicle manufacturing sector 

 
16 Portfolio, Történelmi mélypontján táncol a forint, a 400-as euró küszöbén vagyunk, 
https://www.portfolio.hu/deviza/20220613/tortenelmi-melypontjan-tancol-a-forint-a-400-as-euro-kuszoben-vagyunk-550203  
17 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 

https://www.portfolio.hu/deviza/20220613/tortenelmi-melypontjan-tancol-a-forint-a-400-as-euro-kuszoben-vagyunk-550203
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decreased significantly, mainly due to semiconductor shortages and other material supply problems. The 
two other major subsectors, computers, electronics and optical products and food, beverages and tobacco 
products, both rose at above average rates. Nevertheless, transport equipment remains the largest industrial 
sector in Hungary. The domestic economy stands to benefit significantly in the medium term from the 
development of the defense industrial capacity and investments related to battery production. The 
investment rate in Hungary is higher than the EU and V3 average. Foreign investment is coming to Hungary 
and generating and strengthening markets on which the country can build.18 

 

 
Source: Worldbank 

 

The economic environment in Hungary is more stable and investment-friendly than in previous decades, 
thanks to the 9% corporate tax rate (from 2017), the lowest in the EU, the single-rate personal income tax 
of 15% and the preferential employer tax rate, which has fallen from 28.5% to 13% in 6 years.19 

 
18 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
19 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
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Source: Deloitte, KPMG 

 

Hungary is striving to be at the forefront in many areas, for example in innovation. Since 2010, Hungary has 
seen the highest increase in R&D employment in the EU, with a growth of 97.3% between 2010 and 2020, 
well above the EU average of 40.5%, and the R&D-to-GDP ratio has increased from 1.14% to 1.6%. 
Government R&D spending has doubled since 2010, with the budget of the NRDI Fund increasing by HUF 
37 billion this year and the total public RDI Fund by HUF 40 billion. Businesses spent almost three times as 
much on research and development as eleven years ago. Universities are not left out when it comes to R&D: 
the government is spending hundreds of billions of forints to create university-centred innovation spaces.20 

1.2.2 Technological and industrial strategies 
Hungary is a technology oriented country with a high tech industry. The Hungarian market is competitive 
if it is in line with global megatrends and industrial and technological trends, for example in terms of 
infrastructure (urbanisation, 5G, smart city, etc.). The share of high tech sectors in the value added generated 
by Hungarian industry is close to 70%, which puts Hungary among the leaders: ahead of the US, the UK, 
the Nordic countries or Austria. Hungary is successfully tapping into international value chains to channel 
their knowledge into its economy. However, Hungary is in a vulnerable position in terms of raw material 
production and the supply chains are fragile. At a strategic level, Hungary is currently working on several 
sectors: steel, chemicals, creative industries, automotive, plastics, secondary raw materials and government 
strategies for the industries of the future are being prepared or are awaiting adoption. In terms of the 
future, there are also already defined technological directions in which Hungary wants to develop, such as 
IOT and sensor technologies, AI and Big Data, hydrogen technology, 5G and self-driving vehicles as well as 
the battery industry. The weight of future technologies in some sectors is sometimes smaller, sometimes 

 
20 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
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larger, but they are undoubtedly permeating the activities of various sectors, almost irrespective of the 
sector. The aim over the next 5-10 years is to further increase the weight of these technologies in each 
sector. In particular, the battery as a technology is a development pathway that will shape future vehicle 
developments and have a significant impact on energy storage.21 

1.2.3 Green and innovative environment 
Circumstances and the needs of both industry and the public require us to green our living spaces and 
business environment. Energy policy, e-mobility and  battery and hydrogen economy are the pillars of this 
green transition, with the basic objective of successfully decoupling economic development and climate 
impact by significantly reducing emissions and selecting areas where real meaningful action can be taken. 
Hungary has been on this path since 1990, and thanks to the 32% reduction in emissions by 2019, the gap 
between GDP and GHG emissions is steadily widening. The Hungarian economy has successfully developed 
while emissions have fallen. The energy sector accounts for 72% of emissions, industrial processes for 12% 
of GHG emissions, agriculture for 11% and the waste sector for 5% of inventories. Compared to the base 
year, emissions in the energy sector decreased significantly by 42%, industry by 49% and agriculture by 
41%.22 

 

 
21 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
22 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
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A clear regulatory environment is key for the adoption of sustainability measures, which is why the 
Hungarian Parliament adopted the Hungarian Climate Protection Act in June 2020, which declares 
Hungary's medium and long-term climate goals at the legislative level. Hungary was the first country in the 
region to enact a national climate neutrality target, with a view to reducing emissions by 40% compared 
to 1990 levels by 2030 and achieving full climate neutrality by 2050.23 

According to a KPMG survey published in November 2021, Hungary is one of the best prepared countries to 
achieve climate neutrality by 2050. The Net Zero Readiness Index (NZRI) assesses countries' performance in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and their readiness and ability to achieve net zero emissions of these 
gases by 2050. Other key indicators include the legal actions taken by governments and the readiness of 
the financial sector and business to fully reduce their carbon footprint. Overall, Hungary is ranked 13th in 
the study, one of the 5 countries with the highest score for contributing to global net zero emissions.24 

The results show that Hungary and its priority sectors are on the right track towards climate neutrality. To 
maintain and/or enhance this, measures need to be generated: the elements of the baseline scenario of the 
main energy and climate policy objectives are: the use of petroleum products for transport could decrease 
by up to 10% by 2030, our GHG emissions will be at least 40% lower than in 1990, the share of renewable 
energy in the gross final energy consumption will increase to at least 21%, the installed photovoltaic capacity 
in Hungary will exceed 6000 MW and the share of carbon neutral electricity generation in Hungary will 
reach over 90%.25 26 

There are several sectors that play a major role in this. The greening of the transport sector started about 
8-10 years ago, thanks to decisions on e-mobility and the strengthening of the sector. The greening of the 
sector has two main drivers; e-mobility and other alternative energies, with incentives to help development.  

Incentives within electromobility are both vehicle-related and infrastructure-related, the latter including the 
development of an electric charging network and related legislation. Between January 2019 and January 
2021, the number of cars with green plates in Hungary increased two and a half times, showing that the 
strategies are having an impact. One sure basis for incentives are non-reimbursable subsidies (since 2016 a 
number of tenders are available) for both the public, health and public transport (Green Bus Programme).27 

 
23 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
24 KPMG International, Net Zero Readiness Index 2021, https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2021/09/nzri-rankings-
summary.html 
25 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
26 ITM, Nemzeti Energiastratégia 2030, kitekintéssel 2040-ig, https://zoldbusz.hu/files/NE2030.pdf  
27 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2021/09/nzri-rankings-summary.html
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2021/09/nzri-rankings-summary.html
https://zoldbusz.hu/files/NE2030.pdf
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Source: Ministry of Interior 

 

 
Source: Ministry of Interior28 

 

In the field of other alternative energies, biofuels and hydrogen are two of the main pillars Hungary can 
rely on. The mandatory biofuel share for the period 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020 was 8.2%. The 
mandatory bioethanol content of 95 octane petrol is 6.1%. Hydrogen has a significant role in domestic 
starter batteries. In the last 1-2 years, the government has started to lay down and formulate the regulatory 
basis for such developments. This has resulted in the creation of communities (such as the National 
Hydrogen Technology Platform) that can provide expert support to the government's decision-making 
mechanism. Furthermore, an energy efficiency obligation system has been introduced to monitor, measure 
and control energy efficiency improvements.29 

The use of new technologies is emphasised. Hydrogen is indispensable for Hungary as a storage, fuel and 
carbon reduction material. In 2021, the government adopted the National Hydrogen Strategy, which focuses 
on green hydrogen in the long term, but also includes hydrogen from nuclear energy in addition to 

 
28 Villanyautósok, Hatalmas meglepetést okoztak a zöld rendszámos autók, https://villanyautosok.hu/2022/04/07/hatalmas-
meglepetest-okoztak-a-zold-rendszamos-autok/  
29 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 

https://villanyautosok.hu/2022/04/07/hatalmas-meglepetest-okoztak-a-zold-rendszamos-autok/
https://villanyautosok.hu/2022/04/07/hatalmas-meglepetest-okoztak-a-zold-rendszamos-autok/
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electricity from renewable sources, mainly solar energy. The Strategy aims to achieve four main objectives 
by 2030:  

- Large-scale low-carbon and decentralised decarbonised hydrogen production. 

- Decarbonisation of industry through hydrogen. 

- Greening transport. 

- Developing supporting electricity and (natural) gas infrastructure.30 

Carbon-free hydrogen production as a technical capability is still in its infancy, but research and 
development in this area is certainly supported by the Hungarian government, as hydrogen can also 
contribute to the decarbonisation of industrial consumption. The extraction, production, storage and 
transport of hydrogen are currently costly and technologically unprepared, but there is no doubt that they 
will need to be brought forward in the next 10 years. 

 

  

 
30 Villanyautósok, Így fejlesztené a hazai hidrogénipart a kormány 
https://villanyautosok.hu/2021/06/26/igy-fejlesztene-a-hazai-hidrogenipart-a-kormany/  

https://villanyautosok.hu/2021/06/26/igy-fejlesztene-a-hazai-hidrogenipart-a-kormany/
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2. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SECTOR 

2.1 AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR AND E-MOBILITY 

The Hungarian automotive industry is a key driving force of the Hungarian economy, which has grown and 
is still growing despite the European crisis. This makes the automotive industry the backbone of the 
Hungarian economy and even more productive than other sectors. Another important feature of the 
Hungarian automotive industry is that it is very strongly dominated by foreign companies. The Hungarian 
automotive industry employs more than 80% of the workforce and generates more than 90% of turnover 
and value creation. Around half of the automotive industry's production value is accounted for by the 
manufacture of passenger cars, and the other half by the manufacture of components and units. However, 
suppliers do not only supply domestic OEM manufacturers (currently Audi, Mercedes, Opel and Suzuki), but 
work mainly for export. 

The automotive industry has been very successful in recent years, becoming one of the most dynamic and 
growing industries in Hungary, breaking the production records of previous years every year from 2010 to 
2019, while at the same time the industry's players and technologies have undergone significant changes. 
From a production of more than 3.600 billion forints in 2010, it has increased two and a half times by 2019, 
so that the sector was able to produce 9,500 billion forints worth of products in that year. The number of 
people working in the sector has also grown significantly, from 86,000 in 2010 to 182,000 in 2019, an increase 
of 111%.31 

The decline in the performance of the motor vehicle sector in 2020 was linked to a decrease in foreign 
sales, which accounted for the largest share of total sales, at 11%, and a decline in domestic sales, at 15.8%. 
After a significant expansion of 12.3% in 2019, production volumes in 2020 were 13.5% lower in the 
manufacture of road motor vehicles, which accounts for almost half of vehicle production. Domestic car 
plants closed their doors in the second half of March, leaving road vehicle production almost flat in April 
and car parts production operating at very low capacity. With the gradual reopening of car plants, 
production volumes rose steadily and by August had already exceeded the level of a year earlier. After a 
year of essentially recession in 2020, the sector's output grew by 1.8% in 2021 to reach 9,400 billion forints. 
Part of this was due to exports, which grew by 1.5%, but domestic growth was significant, reaching 2.8%.32 

Automotive suppliers have not escaped the negative effects of the coronavirus epidemic: the production of 
parts for road vehicles and engines, which accounts for 34% of total production, was 12% lower in 2020 
than a year earlier, while the production of electrical and electronic equipment for the automotive industry, 
which accounts for 14%, was 2.6% lower. The production of road vehicles is mainly driven by the activities 
of Hungarian-based multinational companies and related component production. In 2020, the production 

 
31 Dr. Szép-Tüske Rita, KKM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
32 Kormány.hu, Ötvenmilliárd forintos beruházással 720 új munkahely jön létre újhartyánban, https://kormany.hu/hirek/szijjarto-peter-otvenmilliard-forintos-
beruhazassal-720-uj-munkahely-jon-letre-ujhartyanban  

https://kormany.hu/hirek/szijjarto-peter-otvenmilliard-forintos-beruhazassal-720-uj-munkahely-jon-letre-ujhartyanban
https://kormany.hu/hirek/szijjarto-peter-otvenmilliard-forintos-beruhazassal-720-uj-munkahely-jon-letre-ujhartyanban
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of electric and hybrid powertrains continued alongside the production of conventional (internal 
combustion) cars and engines. The main automotive centres are Győr-Moson-Sopron, Bács-Kiskun and 
Komárom-Esztergom counties.33 

Hungary is also aware of the technological trends that explain the rapid global take-up of electric mobility; 
global warming requires the promotion and development of decarbonisation technologies, the rapid 
development of energy storage technologies and the focus of the automotive industry's powertrain 
development on hybrid and pure electric technologies. Hungary is joining these trends through its 
participation in the international climate change commitment scheme (Paris Agreement 2015) and the 
European Union's Common Energy and Climate Policy. The adoption of the Jedlik Ányos Plan in 2015 
accelerated the uptake of electric cars in Hungary, in which the government simultaneously envisaged the 
reduction of the environmental burden of emissions, the introduction of innovative technologies and the 
modernisation of urban and suburban transport. Thanks to the legislative measures and subsidies, both 
the vehicle fleet and the number of charging points have expanded dynamically (creating the possibility for 
small and low-cost cars to receive greater subsidies). Overall, the Hungarian electromobility situation is 
outstanding in the region in terms of electric car sales, but the charging network infrastructure is average 
or slightly underdeveloped.34  

In parallel with the development of the basic charging infrastructure for electric vehicles, the National E-
Mobility Platform is to be established, which will be a nationally unified, transparent integration platform 
for all actors in the e-mobility market. The Platform will be able to manage in a comprehensive and 
transparent way the tasks of the actors involved in the development, operation and maintenance of the 
charging infrastructure in the e-mobility market, as well as the payment solutions related to the use of the 
charging infrastructure and the customer management tasks related to the use of the e-mobility service. 
The Platform will be able to integrate, at server level, all the electronic payment systems and applications 
(NFC card, National Single Card Scheme, application, SMS payment) necessary for the use of e-mobility 
services.35 

Hungary’s regional leadership in electric or green plate cars will be difficult to maintain, as neighbouring 
countries are also developing rapidly in this area. However, there is also a lot of spare demand in the 
domestic market, which means that growth will be limited by the number of cars offered by manufacturers 
in the country.36 

 
33 KSH, Helyzetkép az iparról, 2020, https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/xftp/idoszaki/jelipar/2020/index.html  
34 Villanyautósok, Így gyarapodott a zöld rendszámos autók állománya februárban, https://villanyautosok.hu/2021/03/11/igy-
gyarapodott-a-zold-rendszamos-autok-allomanya-februarban/ 
35 E-mobi Nkft., Nemzeti E-Mobilitási Platform megvalósítása, https://e-mobi.hu/hu/page/tevekenysegunk  
36 Országgyűlés Hivatala Közgyűjteményi És Közművelődési Igazgatóság Képviselői Információs Szolgálat, Energetikai Forradalom 
– Okos Mérés, Elektromobilitás, 
https://www.parlament.hu/documents/10181/39233854/Infojegyzet_2021_26_energetikai_forradalom.pdf/16c9c042-7b81-557b-0a61-
7ca799310656?t=1619161618292 
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Hungary's Climate and Nature Action Plan includes a number of plans and programmes for the development 
of e-mobility in the country, and the development and expansion of public transport is a priority, e.g. 
through the Green Bus Programme. The measure is also part of the action plan to strengthen the domestic 
bus industry. The government supports the increase of public transport and the development of suburban 
rail transport.37 

In Hungary, cycling infrastructure is constantly being developed, both within and between settlements. By 
2030, the national network of cycle paths will be close to 15,000 km.38 In support of cycling, the Government 
reintroduced support for the purchase of electric bicycles in September 2021 and is continuously exploring 
the possibility of extending it.39 

For electromobility, the Yedlik Ányos Plan has been adopted. Its aim is to support development and 
innovation activities related to the diffusion of electromobility and to promote the uptake of electric cars 
through various incentives and discounts. The Strategy is linked to the vertical value chain of electromobility 
through the following sub-areas: modernisation of the domestic electricity system (Paks 1-2, expansion of 
photovoltaic systems, emergence of battery storage), automotive (strengthening innovation potential), 
vehicle trade (supporting the uptake of electric vehicles), self-driving vehicles and electric charging (home 
developments, test track development), charging solutions. The Strategy links to the horizontal areas of 
electromobility with the following sub-areas: car sharing, e-taxi services, hydrogen-based transport, 
decentralised electricity generation and storage, smart transport and smart city solutions. The strategy is 
available in Hungarian at this link.40 The goal of the Hungarian Electromobility Strategy is to increase the 
number of electric vehicles and expand the charging infrastructure behind them, so that by 2030, around 
450,000 electric vehicles and 45,000 electric chargers can serve Hungarian families, public institutions and 
businesses.41 The adoption of the strategy will also boost the e-mobility industry in Hungary, reduce annual 
carbon dioxide emissions, and continue to build a modern and market-friendly regulatory environment. 
The measures will further improve the quality of life of Hungarian families and will allow Hungary to take 
a significant step towards a more livable and sustainable future.42 

As this is an emerging market, whose technological (price) level and grid infrastructure is not yet competitive 
with conventional technologies, central intervention is needed in the initial period, as it is the case for 
renewable energy support. In order to promote the uptake of electromobility in Hungary, the Ministry of 
National Economy launched a call for tender in October 2016 for the price subsidy of newly purchased pure 

 
37 Innovációs és Technológiai Minisztérium, Klíma- és Természetvédelmi Akcióterv, https://zoldbusz.hu/files/KTA.pdf 
38 Index, Egyre több kerékpárút épül Magyarországon, https://index.hu/belfold/2021/11/20/innovacios-es-technologiai-
miniszterium-kerekparut-epites-mosoczi-laszlo-pannonhalma-gyor/ 
39 e-Kerékpár pályázat, https://elektromos-kerekpar-palyazat.hu/ 
40 Innovációs és Technológiai Minisztérium, Hazai Elektromobilitási Stratégia Jedlik Ányos Terv 2.0, 
https://www.jovomobilitasa.hu/_upload/editor/Strategiak/Hazai_elektromobilita__si_strate__gia.pdf 
41 eGov, Az elektromobilitás gyorsabb terjedését szolgálja a Jedlik Ányos Terv 2.0, https://hirlevel.egov.hu/2019/08/03/az-
elektromobilitas-gyorsabb-terjedeset-szolgalja-a-jedlik-anyos-terv-2-0/  
42 Infotér, ITM: az elektromobilitás gyorsabb terjedését szolgálja a Jedlik Ányos Terv 2.0, https://infoter.hu/cikk/itm-az-
elektromobilitas-gyorsabb-terjedeset-szolgalja-a-jedlik-anyos-terv-20  
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electric cars, entitled Electric Car Purchase Subsidy for individuals and companies. From 27 October 2016, 
the Hungarian state will subsidise the purchase of electric cars with a maximum of HUF 1.5 million or 21% 
of the gross price. The government's target is to reach a 30% share of electric vehicles in the fleet of 
passenger cars used by central budgetary bodies and state-owned companies by 2030.43 

The Hungarian National Bank (MNB) has published a 144-point package of proposals entitled Sustainable 
balance and catching up, some of which deal with the Green Transition and improving the energy mix, 
including electromobility. The state has so far subsidised the purchase of electric cars in Hungary with HUF 
15 billion, but the share of electric cars is below that of both northern and western EU countries. In Hungary, 
the share of electric vehicles in the fleet is currently only one tenth of that of the Netherlands and one fifth 
of that of Germany. The MNB therefore proposes that the subsidy for electric vehicles should not be granted 
on a tender basis, but should be conditional on the purchase of a new electric vehicle, and that the intensity 
of the subsidy should be increased. The MNB proposal also calls for an increase in the number of public e-
charging stations and the development of charging points in rural, underserved areas. It would also require 
the preparation of charging points for a building with more than ten parking spaces, instead of the current 
regulation requiring two parking spaces instead of ten, while public support would be provided to help 
achieve this.44 

As part of its commitment to electromobility, the European Commission has launched a new call for Member 
States to support transport, energy and digital infrastructure with the European Connecting Europe Facility 
(CEF2). The programme, which will run from 2021 to 2027, will invest a total of €7 billion in transport 
development. Member States have until mid-January to submit applications for this amount, and Hungary 
is applying for a total of 16 projects for a total of HUF 110 billion in the first round, as proposed by the 
Ministry of Innovation and Technology. The 16 projects include guarded truck parking and the second phase 
of the Southern Circular Railway, as well as an ultra-fast charging network. Under the ultra-fast charging 
network, more than 200 charging stations are planned to be built at a total of 70 sites. Three major 
companies would participate in the project; MVM, MOL, E-ON and Shell.45 By the number of investments 
made with regard to charging stations, e-Mobi had the highest market share with 30%, followed by 
supermarkets falling under the regulation (25%), other investors (15%) and local governments (15%). E-Mobi 
Ltd. was recently acquired by NKM Mobilitás Kft. (“Mobiliti”), owned by Hungary’s largest energy utility MVM 
Zrt. and became the leading Charging-PointOperator (CPO) in Hungary with more than 500 stations.46 

However, in Hungary, despite a lot of support, the take-up of electric cars is not as high as it should be (see 
the German and Dutch examples mentioned earlier), for a number of reasons, such as price sensitivity of 

 
43 E-mobi Nkft, Elektromos autók elterjedésének segítése, https://e-mobi.hu/hu/page/tevekenysegunk  
44 Villanyautósok, Pályázat nélkül támogatnák a villanyautó vásárlást Magyarországon, 
https://villanyautosok.hu/2022/05/21/palyazat-nelkul-tamogatnak-a-villanyauto-vasarlast-magyarorszagon/ 
45 E-mob, Felgyorsulhat a magyar töltőinfrastruktúra fejlődése, https://e-mob.hu/2022/01/03/felgyorsulhat-a-magyar-
toltoinfrastruktura-fejlodese/  
46 Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Smart and sustainable mobility market in Hungary, 
https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf 
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the market, lack of capital among the population, the cost of installing chargers and the price of electricity. 
Electric cars are still too expensive. A middle-class family, even if it considers buying an electric car, will 
usually reject the idea after comparing price and range, and will not even go as far as installing a charging 
point at home. A mid-range new e-car costs at least 12-13 million HUF and can only be bought without 
subsidy, and when the state subsidy is announced, it will run out in hours and only last for a few thousand 
cars. Even if we deduct the highest subsidy, HUF 2.5 million, from the list price above, the imaginary car will 
still cost HUF 10 million. There are no attractive offers on the used e-car market either. A Renault Zoe small 
car with a mileage of around 60-70,000 kilometres costs between HUF 5.3 and 5.9 million, which is mostly 
for city minicars, which are not suitable as a single car for a Hungarian family, either because of their size 
or the battery capacity. In Hungary, compared to many EU countries, public charging points are three times 
more expensive than at home. The market price level for DC charging is around 120 HUF/kWh, which is 
expensive for consumers. The system has to be operated, it needs maintenance, it has a call centre, it 
sometimes needs to be replaced and it has to be planned in advance. So the initial investment is a burden 
that is difficult to manage. On the one hand, motorists want cheaper charging options, and on the other 
hand, pole operators want to increase prices and bring the payback closer. In addition, the big European 
charging manufacturers are receiving national development funds for their research and development 
activities, thus increasing competition in the market, improving services and quality and reducing prices.47 

At the same time, the targets set can help to unlock the significant economic and market potential of 
electric transport. The uptake of electromobility could facilitate the creation of new manufacturing activities 
in the country, including export-oriented ones, if the domestic industry can effectively integrate into the 
electromobility value chain (e.g. in the development and production of electric vehicles, charging stations).48 

The government answers to specific questions on the e-mobility service in government decrees, on the legal 
powers and clarify the answers to the questions raised by previous laws.49 50 51 

The most important companies and brands involved in the eco-friendly vehicle sharing sector in Hungary 
are MOL Limo, BMW ShareNow and GreenGo. In addition, E.On’s Blinkee service offers the sharing of electric 
scooters. Mol in cooperation with the public transport company BKK offers rent-bikes in Budapest as well. 
These providers have built an appropriate infrastructure that can be considered as well developed, but 
which is offered only in certain districts of Budapest and cannot be used to take trips further than the 
border of Pest country. In general, car sharing solutions are not available in other cities yet.52 

 
47 Telex, Miért kullog Magyarország Európa mögött a villanyautózásban?, https://telex.hu/tech/2022/04/09/magyarorszag-nem-
erett-meg-a-villanyautozasra  
48 Energiainfo, Lendületbe jöhet az elektromobilitás, https://www.energiainfo.hu/lenduletbe_johet_az_elektromobilitas-32883/  
49 Jogtár, 243/2019. (X. 22.) Korm. rendelet 
az elektromobilitás szolgáltatás egyes kérdéseiről, https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=A1900243.KOR  
50 1988. évi I. TÖRVÉNY a közúti közlekedésről, https://njt.hu/jogszabaly/1988-1-00-00  
51 2007. évi LXXXVI. törvény a villamos energiáról, https://njt.hu/jogszabaly/2007-86-00-00  
52 Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Smart and sustainable mobility market in Hungary, 
https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf 
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2.2 ZALAZONE 

Electric cars are only part of the transformation of mobility. Other components include driverless cars and 
smart mobility solutions for cities. Technological development related to driverless cars is an opportunity 
that all Central and Eastern European countries can take advantage of.53 

The government announced in May 2016 that it will build a car test track in Zalaegerszeg to support the 
automotive industry. With state support, construction of the ZalaZone, the largest test track in the region, 
started in 2018. The ZalaZone is one of the five best automotive test tracks in Europe, and the 15-hectare 
Smart City, which is primarily tailored to the needs of self-driving vehicles, is unique.54 It was built with a 
total investment of HUF 45 billion, in cooperation with Slovenia and Austria, and the first phase of the test 
track was inaugurated in 2019.55 

The Automotive Test Track in Zalaegerszeg is unique in that the traditional test track functions focusing on 
drivability and driving stability are combined with elements of the R&D infrastructure focusing on future 
vehicles: in a system that builds on each other, enabling multi-level validation. The unique feature of the 
test track is that it not only provides the possibility to perform traditional vehicle dynamics tests, but also 
allows validation tests of autonomous (self-driving) vehicles as well as electric vehicles. The system consists 
of 7 elements: braking platform, dynamic platform, high-speed handling course, parts of the rural road 
system, smart city, motorway, adas surface. 

ZalaZONE Automotive Proving Ground has a key importance as a complex and integrated Research & 
Development facility which supports customers and experimental developments. The hub of innovation 
activities related to ZalaZONE is its Research and Technology Centre. Here joint research projects of the 
Budapest University of Technology & Economics, the University of Győr, the University, of Pannonia and 
other higher education partners together with ZalaZONE take place. The Centre is located just beside the 
proving ground, in a very close relation with its activities. It was opened in 2019 and functions as an 
incubator/accelerator for SMEs and start-ups as well as university based R&D centres, for Hungarian, 
regional, European, and global university and industrial partners, where cooperation and collaboration 
between enterprises and universities are strategically key focus points. The practical dual training program 
for high school students, where students can acquire the theoretical knowledge, they have received in 
higher education contributes to the success of the project.56 

 
53 Autopro, Fontos az elektromobilitás, mégsincs kiépítve a kapcsolódó infrastruktúra, https://autopro.hu/trend/fontos-az-
elektromobilitas-megsincs-kiepitve-a-kapcsolodo-infrastruktura/222633  
54 Világgazdaság, Még egy év, és teljesen kész a ZalaZone, https://www.vg.hu/logisztika/2020/11/meg-egy-ev-es-teljesen-kesz-a-
zalazone-2  
55 Átlátszó, 45 milliárdra drágult a zalaegerszegi tesztpálya, emléktáblát kaptak a kormányközeli kivitelezők 
https://atlatszo.hu/2020/06/19/45-milliardra-dragult-a-zalaegerszegi-tesztpalya-emlektablat-kaptak-a-kormanykozeli-
kivitelezok/ 
56 ZalaZone, Research and Innovation, https://research-and-innovation.zalazone.hu/#  
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The ZalaZONE Park is a dynamically developing industrial area next to the Zalaegerszeg Automotive Test 
Track, its prominent location provides an excellent venue for the players interested in the industry and the 
automotive industry. The explicit focus of the park is to provide a competitive environment for testing, 
validation and modern technologies and research and development.57 

The interest in ZalaZONE is demonstrated by the fact that 150 multinational and domestic companies and 
research centres expressed their interest already at the time of the inauguration of the first phase, and the 
Research and Development Centre building was full by 2020.58 

In addition to this, the Hungarian subsidiary of the Austrian independent engineering company AVL, the 
automotive manufacturer Robert Bosch and the market-leading technical certification company TÜV 
Rheinland will establish their own development centre in the ZalaZONE area. The Defence Innovation 
Research Institute is setting up one of its rural bases at the automotive test track with a HUF 5 billion 
investment. New jobs are already being created for more than 500 developers, while negotiations are at an 
advanced stage with other companies. The expansion of high-tech manufacturing and R&D capacities will 
lay the foundations for strengthening the knowledge economy in Hungary and create the conditions for 
sustainable growth. Thanks to competitive research infrastructures and the innovation ecosystems around 
them, Hungary can play a leading role in the deployment of disruptive technologies at European level.59  

2.3 BATTERY INDUSTRY 

In addition to employment, the vehicle manufacturing sector is a key factor in domestic economic 
performance, industrial production, exports and technological development. Hungary needs to pay 
increased attention to sectoral megatrends in order to ensure that the domestic automotive industry 
maintains its key economic role and international competitiveness in the long term. Electricity is clearly the 
future of sustainable transport, and the development of the automotive and energy industries requires the 
best possible energy storage.60 

In addition to its significant research and development capacities in the field of electric propulsion (AVL, 
Bosch, Thyssenkrupp), Hungary is now also a leader in battery production. Three of the five largest battery 
manufacturers of electric vehicles in Asia, Samsung SDI, SK Innovation and GS Yuasa, have chosen Hungary 
as their European production centre. Following these decisions, suppliers to the major manufacturers have 
also turned to Hungary (e.g. Bumchun, Doosan, INZI Controls, Shinheung, Toray). 

 
57 ZalaZone, Ipari Park, https://zalazonepark.hu/  
58 Magyar Építők, Célba ért az Európában egyedülálló zalai autóipari beruházás, 
https://magyarepitok.hu/utepites/2022/03/hazank-egyik-legjelentosebb-beruhazasat-adtak-at-zalegerszegen  
59 MTI, Palkovics: Világszínvonalú fejlesztéseket jelent a Rheinmetall és a ZalaZONE, 
https://hirado.hu/belfold/cikk/2022/03/26/palkovics-vilagszinvonalu-fejleszteseket-jelent-a-rheinmetall-es-a-zalazone#  
60 Magyarország Kormánya, Magyarország bekapcsolódik a 250 milliárd euró értékű európai akkumulátorpiaci versenybe, 
https://kormany.hu/hirek/magyarorszag-bekapcsolodik-a-250-milliard-euro-erteku-europai-akkumulatorpiaci-versenybe  
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Hungary is the first of the Central European countries to join the European battery industry's efforts for 
an efficient green transition in transport, vehicle manufacturing and energy industry. The government's 
National Battery Strategy will provide new opportunities for Hungarian businesses, create jobs and 
stimulate innovation in the region. The modernisation of the battery industry is a major contribution to 
achieving national and international climate targets, which Hungary has joined. The creation of the National 
Battery Strategy will enable Hungary to become an integral part of the European Battery Alliance, extending 
cooperation to the international level.61 

The priorities of the Strategy are: 

- Contribute to the decarbonisation of transport through the widespread use of batteries and the 
provision of adequate electricity storage capacity for renewable energy sources. 

- Creating a competitive and sustainable battery value chain in Hungary 

- Ensuring competitive advantage by creating a strong Hungarian R&D&I capacity 

- Ensuring the workforce needs of the battery value chain 

- Battery raw materials in the sustainable economy and industry cycle 

- Strengthening international cooperation 

The Strategy gives priority to the following projects: 

- Lithium extraction from domestic geothermal assets 

- Recycling of batteries 

- Participation of batteries in electricity market regulation 

- Battery development in the field of electromobility62 

The research and development invested so far has not been in vain. Thanks to the Hungarian Battery 
Strategy, Hungary is among the leaders in battery production in Europe: in 2020, battery production 
capacity is 25 GWh, which the government aims to increase to 200+ GWh by 2025.63 

In parallel with the Strategy, the Hungarian Battery Association was established, the main objectives of 
which are to represent the interests of the companies active in the Hungarian battery industry, to promote 
the development of the Hungarian battery industry and its European integration, to contribute to the 
implementation of the Hungarian Battery Industry Strategy in the interest of its members, by ensuring 

 
61 Magyarország Kormánya, Magyarország bekapcsolódik a 250 milliárd euró értékű európai akkumulátorpiaci versenybe, 
https://kormany.hu/hirek/magyarorszag-bekapcsolodik-a-250-milliard-euro-erteku-europai-akkumulatorpiaci-versenybe  
62 Ipar Napjai 2022. május 10., HUNGEXPO 
63 Dr. Nagy Ádám, ITM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
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professional cooperation between the companies active in the battery value chain and the governmental 
and institutional bodies responsible for the implementation of the Strategy.64 

By entering the battery manufacturing market, Hungary has gained a foothold in the electromobility market 
and has become an unavoidable player. Since 2016, 37 positive decisions have been taken with HIPA support 
for investments in batteries for electric vehicles, representing a total investment of €7 billion and nearly 
11,000 new jobs. This suggests that Hungary is leading the way in battery cell production, with output 
expected to triple by 2025.65 

According to February 2021 data, Hungary has the world's 3rd largest Li-ion battery capacity and the 
Hungarian battery industry accounts for 4% of the world's total production. In terms of exports, Hungary 
is in the top league, given that Hungary is ahead of countries such as the US and Japan. The same can be 
said for the production of battery components, for which Hungary ranked 33rd in 2010, but has moved up 
to the 11th position by 2020. The above data shows that the sector has not only survived the period of the 
coronavirus, but has even managed to grow. This is also the case for the electronics sector, which managed 
to generate a production value of HUF 6200 billion in 2020, after a 9% increase. On this basis, it could 
produce a 21% increase in 2021, bringing the value of production to HUF 7,600 billion. Overall, the sector 
performed better than ever before in 2021 and will perform similarly well in 2022, with an increase in output 
of around 10%.66 

2.4 GREEN BUS PROGRAMME 

In Hungary, there are about 8,500 buses in circulation, of which approximately 2,900 are local, city buses 
that can be replaced by electric vehicles. The vast majority of these buses serve the public in the cities with 
county rights and in Budapest. However, a significant proportion of the bus fleet is ageing and polluting 
and should be replaced as soon as possible.  In addition to creating a sustainable environment, the 
Government of Hungary's priority is to play a leading role in the region in the field of e-mobility, to be at 
the forefront of implementation and the introduction of successful models, with a special emphasis on 
research, development and innovation. To this end, in September 2019, the Government adopted the concept 
of the national bus strategy, the Green Bus Programme, under which up to HUF 180 billion will be available 
between 2020 and 2029 to support the purchase of electric buses and self-propelled trolleybuses by cities 
and public transport operators in communities with a population of more than 25,000 (and smaller over 
time).67 Stock swaps are also of particular importance because the transport sector is responsible for 20% 
of Hungary's total carbon dioxide emissions. Thanks to the programme, almost 40 percent of the bus fleet 
will be replaced in the near future, with at least 1,100 electric buses planned to be on Hungarian roads by 
2025. The use of 1,000 buses would save public service operators around HUF 35 billion a year in fuel costs 

 
64 Ipar Napjai 2022. május 10., HUNGEXPO 
65 Dr. Szép-Tüske Rita, KKM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
66 Dr. Szép-Tüske Rita, KKM, Akkumulátor Konferencia, Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
67 Zöld Busz Program, https://zoldbusz.hu/zold-busz-program/  
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at today's prices, and would also reduce the carbon footprint of diesel buses by almost 70,000 tonnes. This 
would tie up at least 1 million broad-leaved trees, which is 1.6% of the current Hungarian forest stock.68 
Three important elements of the industrial strategy are to be green, high-tech and Hungarian. The majority 
of the 6,000 buses that still need to be replaced in the country could be built in Hungary. The rebuilt 
Hungarian bus manufacturing capacity is ready for this project.69 

The public bus transport service in Hungary is provided by Volánbusz Közlekedési Zrt. The company provides 
passengers with everyday travel to work and school, as well as access to vital institutions. Volánbusz Zrt. 
plans to purchase 100 solo, locally designed, battery-powered buses in 2021-2022 with funding from the 
Green Bus Programme. In order to achieve its objectives, Volánbusz Zrt. has won 7 tenders in a consortium 
of 7 locations for the procurement of environmentally friendly, climate-neutral, urban, electric passenger 
transport vehicles and the related infrastructure. Volánbusz acquired 41 electric buses in 2021, followed by 
the purchase of 60 more electric buses and 164 gas-powered buses in 2022.  

Among other things, the need for network development is a key element of the charging infrastructure 
project: based on the calculated power demand of the e-charging stations, electrical capacity expansion is 
needed at all sites. In addition, there are also site development needs: electricity network upgrades, on-site 
section upgrades, connection upgrades and charging points. There is also a need for chargers: the number 
of chargers to be purchased should be equal to the number of buses. 100 kWh, even with several connectors 
in parallel, with a DC output voltage range of 800 V. 

The new procurement tenders will not stop. On 8 April 2022, the RRF-ZBP-006-2270 call for tenders was 
published, with a budget of HUF 50.7 billion for projects completed by 30 June 2025 in cities with a 
population of over 25,000. The procurement objective is to procure 40 solo and 3 midi urban low-floor 
pure electric buses, as well as the necessary network upgrades and charging equipment for their operation. 
This will allow the scrapping of Euro-2 and Euro-3 buses and will result in a total annual reduction of 2,000 
tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions in cities. The total budget foreseen for the project is around HUF 8.2 
billion, of which HUF 6.3 billion is available as non-reimbursable aid. On schedule, public procurement could 
start this year and the charging equipment and buses could be put into service next year.  

As regards the design of the tender, there are ideas for expansion and modification, such as the Euro 
classification of the buses to be scrapped and their parallel reduction in numbers. Of course, in order to 
ensure the widest possible coverage, consideration should be given to extending the possibility of tendering 
to support the development of municipalities with a population of less than 25 000, including interurban 
bus transport. One of the most important points, however, could be the introduction of an extension to 
hydrogen plant (fuel cell) demonstration projects. 

 
68 Greendex, Elektromos buszokkal a klímasemlegesség felé, https://greendex.hu/elektromos-buszokkal-a-klimasemlegesseg-fele/  
69 Volánbusz, A Zöld Busz Program megérkezett a kisebb településekre is, 
https://www.volanbusz.hu/hu/volanbusz/sajtokozlemenyek/hir/38415-
a_zold_busz_program_megerkezett_a_kisebb_telepulesekre_is#  
70 Zöld Busz Program, Pályázatok, https://zoldbusz.hu/palyazatok/  
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There are also challenges and tasks for operators: analysing the range of electric buses is a joint task with 
vehicle manufacturers, while analysing charging utilisation and other solutions besides on-site charging 
may also be important. Training and support for bus drivers is perhaps one of the most important. The 
development of the maintenance infrastructure, including workshop development, support for the 
purchase of machinery and equipment and training of maintenance staff are priorities for the project. 
Efficiency can be increased by bringing together the manufacturers of the project components in a forum 
where operational experience is processed. Of course, the process should also include the development of 
an appropriate legislative framework for operations, the development of improvements to prevent fires 
and the monitoring of battery life, possibly including a subsidised replacement programme.71 

2.5 HYDROGEN 

Hungary currently produces around 160 thousand tonnes of hydrogen per year, still entirely on a fossil 
basis, by steam reforming of natural gas. Two thirds of this is used for ammonia production, the remainder 
for petroleum refining and the chemical industry. The strategic goal is to produce about twenty percent of 
the 160,000 tonnes in a decade using a low carbon footprint process.72 

Hungary’s National Hydrogen Strategy (hereinafter referred to as: Strategy) is ambitious, but provides a 
realistic vision of the future as it opens the way for the establishment of a hydrogen economy, therefore 
contributing to the achievement of decarbonisation goals and providing an opportunity for Hungary to 
become an active participant of the European hydrogen sector. 

Hungary's designated hydrogen strategic vision for 2030 includes: production of large volumes low-carbon 
and decentralized carbon-free hydrogen, decarbonisation of industrial consumption, partly with hydrogen, 
green transport, electricity and (natural) gas support infrastructure. 

The hydrogen production goal of the Strategy is establishing the conditions necessary to produce low-
carbon and carbon-free hydrogen that is in compliance with user requirements and is competitively priced 
by promoting the implementation of centralised and low-carbon production methods able to satisfy large 
volumes of local, industrial demand, and decentralised carbon-free production methods able to satisfy 
minor demand. The hydrogen produced and utilised in today’s domestic industry is entirely ‘grey’ (high-
carbon footprint) hydrogen, created through steam methane reforming (SMR). Considering the strategic 
timeline (by 2030), the most cost-efficient solution for satisfying the industrial demand for low-carbon 
footprint hydrogen is low-carbon ‘blue’/’turquoise’ hydrogen. 

Priority measures include: 

 

 
71 Nagy Attila József, Volánbusz Közlekedési Zrt., Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 
72 Magyar Gazdaság, Ambiciózus a magyar hidrogénipar, https://www.vg.hu/vilaggazdasag-magyar-
gazdasag/2021/07/ambiciozus-a-magyar-hidrogenipar  
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1. Promoting the development of centralised production methods satisfying large volumes of local, 
industrial demand, the reconstruction of existing hydrogen production methods will begin with the 
goal of significantly reducing the carbon footprint. As regards the carbon capture and storage 
technology (CCS) associated with hydrogen production, a stimulating regulatory environment and 
support system will also be established. 

2. Promotion of carbon-free hydrogen production methods satisfying sporadic, small and medium 
transportation-related and energy requirements. 

3. Establishment of electrolysis centers with the purpose of launching photovoltaic (PV) and electricity-
grid-mix based generation pilots. 

4. Establishing a European system for Guarantees of Origin pertaining to various hydrogen types. 

5. Monitoring the development of new production technologies, developing international 
collaborations in order to employ market-ready solutions domestically as soon as possible. 

Considering the strategic timeline, low-carbon hydrogen may be introduced to the petrochemical and 
chemical industries (primarily in ammonia production) by gradually replacing carbon-intensive ‘grey’ 
hydrogen. 

Domestic industrial hydrogen production and consumption may develop as follows: 
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The decarbonisation of industrial hydrogen usage is also supported by the creation of hydrogen valleys / 
hydrogen clusters, which act as a demonstration of an entire hydrogen ecosystem in a region and as a 
portfolio of interconnected projects. Hungary plans to establish two new hydrogen valleys by 2030: 

1. Hydrogen ecosystem of the Transdanubia: The ammonia and refinery industry (Pétfürdő, 
Százhalombatta) is of exceptional capacity even at the regional level, and, in addition to existing 
large hydrogen users, there are several sectors that may potentially become new hydrogen users: 
iron and steel works (Dunaújváros), cement production (Beremend, Királyegyháza). The Paks nuclear 
power plant may supply a significant amount of carbon-free electricity for the establishment of the 
hydrogen value chain. 

2. North-eastern hydrogen valley: A region with a well-developed industry (Miskolc, Tiszaújváros, 
Kazincbarcika) a.o. a robust chemical and petrochemical industry, with significant existing hydrogen 
usage), with a significant demand for hydrogen in a concentrated area. The inclusion of the Mátra 
Power Plant and its area should also be investigated. 

The general goal of the Strategy as regards transportation is speeding up the transition to clean methods 
of traffic partly by way of hydrogen usage, which can be implemented parallel to the gradual reduction of 
gas oil use with a focus on heavy-duty vehicle traffic. A priority sub-target is the reduction of the carbon 
footprint of truck traffic through the use of hydrogen, the expansion of hydrogen mobility to bus traffic 
and waste collection, and, at the same time, the construction of a hydrogen refuelling infrastructure based 
on an island, as well as a corridor logic. In Hungary, the hydrogen demand of the transportation sector will 
grow to 10,000 tons by 2030, then, following a dynamic spread of fuel cell vehicles, to approximately 65,000 
tons by 2040 and an estimated 212,000 tons by 2050. Fuel cell vehicles may appear on the road as early as 
the beginning of the 2020s, but the increase will become dynamic in the 2030s, thanks to, in particular, the 
increasing popularity of hydrogen in the heavy-duty vehicle sector. By 2040, the number of hydrogen-fueled 
vehicles is expected to exceed 40.000, and by 2050, there may be more than 130.000. The establishment of 
the refuelling network will be critical: in order to satisfy demand, experts calculate that by 2030, 20 
refuelling stations (with 2 refuelling points per refuelling station) will be needed, and this figure may rise 
rapidly after 2040. Due to the boom in international hydrogen demand, it is probably that the establishment 
of publicly available hydrogen refuelling stations will be necessary, taking advantage of European transport 
corridors. 

Between 2030 and 2040, with the advancement of technology, we can expect further increase in the use of 
hydrogen. In the period after 2040, the use of hydrogen technology may further expand in the natural gas 
network and the cooling-heating sector.73 

The Hungarian Hydrogen Technology Association has signed a Memorandum of Understanding on the 
development of hydrogen-based freight transport and related hydrogen filling infrastructure in Hungary 

 
73 Ministry of Innovation and Technology, Hungary’s National Hydrogen Strategy  
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with representatives of major companies such as Waberer's, Magyar Posta, MOL Trans, Alfred Schuon Kft. 
Hunatom, Linde Gáz Magyarország Zrt, Messer Hungarogáz Kft, Air Products, MOL and HUMDA. 75 percent 
of the total carbon dioxide emissions of the transport sector come from road transport, so it is obvious 
that important decarbonisation improvements need to be made in this area. Hydrogen fuel cell electric 
vehicles (FCEVs) are a very promising zero-emission alternative that can meet the technical requirements of 
the transport sector, such as long range, short refuelling time and high payload, while meeting climate and 
environmental targets. Given the complex and interdependent nature of hydrogen mobility and related 
charging infrastructure, its domestic deployment, uptake and efficient operation will only be possible if 
stakeholders apply the possible technological and technical solutions in a coordinated and cooperative 
manner. The objective of the MoU is to ensure, as far as possible, a coordinated cooperation along the 
entire hydrogen value chain, in order to realise investments between stakeholders in hydrogen-based freight 
transport. An important element for cooperation is to ensure that hydrogen refuelling stations are available 
where and when hydrogen vehicles are deployed, and that the hydrogen supply of the value chain is secured 
at that time, preferably with green and carbon-free hydrogen.74 In the international context, a coordinated 
development of hydrogen charging infrastructure, hydrogen ‘corridors’ with neighbouring countries is 
needed to achieve and maximise the interoperability of hydrogen mobility in the Central European region, 
especially along the TEN-T (Trans-European Transport Network) routes, in major urban hubs and around 
freight terminals.75 In summer 2021, the first hydrogen filling station in Hungary was inaugurated at Linde's 
Budapest site, opening the way for hydrogen-powered vehicles.76 

In 2022, Mol Plc started preparations for the construction of a new green hydrogen plant at the Danube 
Refinery. The new green hydrogen plant will be a different technology: hydrogen will be produced from 
water using electricity, and the by-product will be pure oxygen rather than carbon dioxide. It will not emit 
any greenhouse gases and, as long as its electricity needs can be met from renewable sources, it will be a 
completely carbon-free technology. Construction will start this year, the electrolyzer itself will be delivered 
next year and will be operational by the end of 2023. The 10 megawatt plant will have an annual capacity 
of 1600 tonnes of hydrogen, which, if all of it were to be used for mobility, for example, could meet the 
annual fuel needs of around 220 hydrogen-powered buses. The scale of refining is different, at around 3% 
of total hydrogen production - the so-called grey hydrogen produced from natural gas. However, it is a 
very scalable modular system. But the project itself is a fairly large investment for a pilot project, as the 
largest capacity currently in operation in Europe is 15 megawatts. The investment is worth €22 million, 
which is around HUF 8.4 billion at today's exchange rate. Although the payback is expected to be long, 
green hydrogen will overcome the cost disadvantage of grey hydrogen by the end of the decade at the 

 
74 Világgazdaság, Megtörtént az első lépés a hidrogén alapú teherszállítási irányába Magyarországon, 
https://www.vg.hu/vilaggazdasag-magyar-gazdasag/2022/05/megtortent-az-elso-lepes-a-hidrogen-alapu-teherszallitasi-
iranyaba-magyarorszagon  
75 Autopro, Fontos lépést tettek a hazai hidrogénes közlekedésért, https://autopro.hu/trend/fontos-lepest-tettek-a-hazai-
hidrogenes-kozlekedesert/696624  
76 Növekedés.hu, Hazánkba is megérkezett a zöld hidrogén - átadták az első töltőállomást, 
https://novekedes.hu/hirek/hazankba-is-megerkezett-a-zold-hidrogen-atadtak-az-elso-toltoallomast  
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latest. Thanks to the project, the refining of crude oil can be partially replaced by green hydrogen, making 
the fuel production process much more environmentally friendly, and although green hydrogen will be 
used entirely in the refinery, this project could also allow the use of green hydrogen in mobility, in parallel 
with the expansion of capacity. In its strategy, Mol has set a target to become fully carbon neutral by 2050, 
and the green hydrogen plant is a very good first step, as it will allow the company to reduce its carbon 
dioxide emissions by up to 25,000 tonnes, which is equivalent to the annual consumption of around 5,000-
5,500 cars.77 

As part of the Important Projects of Common European Interest (IPCEI), the European Commission is 
developing the "Green Hydrogen @ Blue Danube" project with VERBUND (www.verbund.com) technology 
partners and green hydrogen customers. The aim is to build a European value chain for green hydrogen - 
from production to transport to customers in the industrial and mobility sectors.78 

Hungary has a positive environment to address the deployment of renewable hydrogen for all its potential 
applications, given the pilot projects announced and its commitment to address regulatory barriers, its 
involvement in the Green Hydrogen @ Blue Danube, the Black Horse, the Silver Frog and the H2Go,  IPCEI 
potential projects, the Hungarian oil and gas provider MOL entering the hydrogen business and the 
Hungarian gas TSO willing to establish a framework to feed in hydrogen in the gas system. Hungary was 
also involved in the HyLaw project, that identified and assessed major regulatory barriers, in view of 
prioritizing measures to address them. With the NECP’s additional measures, Hungary could cover about 
1% of its transport needs with hydrogen by 2030, and around 5% in 2040 (for a total of around 30% of 
renewable energy for transport). Like most EU countries, Hungary has a large potential for hydrogen use 
in road transport. 44% of the energy use in this sector is consumed by trucks, buses and light commercial 
vehicles (e.g. vans). Since electrification of this segment of the road transport sector remains challenging, 
there is a significant opportunity for hydrogen to decarbonise this part of Hungary’s road transport. 
Further, 30% of the Hungarian rail sector is still dependent on fossil fuels. Together with further 
electrification, deployment of decarbonised hydrogen can be a suitable solution to reduce GHG emissions 
from Hungary’s rail sector. On the medium to long term, hydrogen and derived fuels can also play a role 
in the decarbonisation of the aviation sector in Hungary, which up to now still represents a relatively minor 
share of the energy demand in transport.79 

  

 
77 Index, Megtette az első lépést a Mol a teljes irányváltás felé, https://index.hu/gazdasag/2022/05/30/mol-hidrogengyartas-
karbonsemlegesseg-szazhalombatta-finomito/  
78 Verbund, Green Hydrogen Blue Danube, https://www.verbund.com/en-de/about-verbund/news-press/press-
releases/2020/11/17/greenhydrogenbluedanube  
79 Trinomics, Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (FCH 2 JU) Study on Opportunities arising from the inclusion of 
Hydrogen Energy Technologies in the National Energy & Climate Plans, 
https://www.fch.europa.eu/sites/default/files/file_attach/Brochure%20FCH%20Hungary%20%28ID%209473092%29.pdf  
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3. OPPORTUNITIES ON THE HUNGARIAN MARKET 
Hungary’s goal is to take advantage of economic and industrial development opportunities arising from 
hydrogen and hydrogen technology by reinforcing international relationships and by creating new markets. 
Within the context of the increasing popularity of hydrogen technology, international cooperation is not 
just advantageous, but necessary.  

The establishment of the hydrogen refuelling network will be critical: in order to satisfy demand, it is 
expected that by 2030, 20 refuelling stations (with 2 refuelling points per refuelling station) will be needed, 
and this figure may rise rapidly after 2040. Due to the boom in international hydrogen demand, it is 
probable that the establishment of publicly available hydrogen refuelling stations will be necessary, taking 
advantage of European transport corridors.  

The need to increase the electrolyser manufacturing capacity in cooperation with international partners 
offers new opportunities on the market. In addition to the satisfaction of domestic demand, Hungary will 
promote regional market participation engagement in Central Europe. The enhancement of a relevant 
service portfolio is also necessary. 

The integration of hydrogen into the framework of existing international cooperation can open new 
horizons, including the establishment of new partnerships for the purpose of sharing experiences, best 
practices and launch joint projects (Horizon Europe, Clean Hydrogen For Europe Partnership, IPCEI, others). 
It is necessary to create more active cooperation in the hydrogen and hydrogen technology domains, within 
the framework of multilateral partnerships, promoting cooperation at the international level with potential 
suppliers, investors and markets and enhancing coordination between EU, multilateral and national 
programmes in order to avoid any duplication of supported activities and to exploit potential synergies.80 

In the first half of the 2010s, mainly in Budapest and the Transdanubian region, motorways and public fast 
chargers for electric cars were available along motorways and along Lake Balaton, and the network did not 
extend to several larger cities. In the second half of the decade, especially the last two years, charging 
installations have improved coverage, with almost all municipalities in the country having access by the end 
of 2019. By the end of the last decade, all car parks had at least one installation within 50 kilometres, and 
many within 25 kilometres. However, the coverage of more powerful and faster charging stations is still 
low.81 The market provides good options for new entrants as the Hungarian government’s plan aims for at 
least 5,900 charging points until 2030. The further expected rapid increase in the number of electric cars 
will require a similar pace of development of the charging infrastructure. This is especially true for high-
performance fast chargers, identified hydrogen technologies and systems using this technology as one of 
the six strategic value chains. Furthermore, currently each CPO has its own mobile application which 

 
80 Ministry of Innovation and Technology, Hungary’s National Hydrogen Strategy 
81 Központi Statisztikai Hivatal, Felvillanyozva: az elektromos autók töltőhálózatának terjedése Magyarországon, 
https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/xftp/terstat/2020/04/ts600403.pdf 
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enables charging and payment only for their charging stations. Thus, the customers are bound to the 
charging points operated by the CPOs they are registered to. The flexibility and the competition in this 
market could be significantly improved by introducing an extensive MSP solution, which would allow 
consumers access to stations of several CPOs.82 

Currently, the Green Bus Project Office is establishing a register of qualified bus (charging equipment) 
manufacturers and distributors that should help identify market players that will be eligible for future 
funding programmes and demonstration projects. Any representative of a Hungarian or foreign-based 
company in an EEA Member State with a gross turnover of at least approx. 55,000 EUR related to EV 
charging equipment is eligible for registration.83 

Projects may be implemented in the following thematic areas: 

- Greening of heavy goods vehicle traffic on the European TEN-T transport corridors through Hungary 
using hydrogen technology. 

- Investigating the domestic natural gas infrastructure for the transition to a hydrogen economy to 
reduce the frozen costs. Priority areas are natural gas storage, transmission, distribution and end-
use equipment. 

- Developing hydrogen ecosystems to facilitate the decarbonisation of industrial activities in heavy 
and light chemical, power generation, building materials and steel.84 

Volánbusz Zrt. also uses more than 5,000 battery packs per year in conventional battery applications, worth 
more than HUF 240 million, which is why the company has a high demand for manufacturers and the 
purchase of new batteries.85 

The largest investments (> 1 billion EUR) in the upcoming decade (2021-2030) are expected in the following 
areas: 

- Railway infrastructure developments, mainly related to urban and suburban public transport: 
investments, incl. investments into rail vehicles, wagons and developments enabling P+R and 
intermodal transport options. This is supported by the Budapest Suburban Railway Strategy, 
released in February 2021. 

- Electrification in all areas of private and public transport: e.g. purchase of electric passenger cars 
and (low emission) buses 

 
82 Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Smart and sustainable mobility market in Hungary, 
https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf 
83 Zöld Busz Program, Pályázati felhívás a Zöld Busz Projektiroda minősített elektromos autóbusz töltőberendezések jegyzékébe 
történő felvételre a Zöld Busz Demonstrációs Mintaprojekt vonatkozásában, https://zoldbusz.hu/files/ZFR-ZBP-004__20210106.pdf 
84 Nemzeti Kutatási, Fejlesztési és Innovációs Hivatal, IPCEI Hidrogén 
https://nkfih.gov.hu/palyazoknak/innovacios-okoszisztema/ipcei-projekt/felhivasok/hidrogen 
85 Nagy Attila József, Volánbusz Közlekedési Zrt., Ipar Napjai Hungexpo 2022 

https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf
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- Infrastructure related to electrification, both hardware (establishment of further charging points) 
and software, mainly for eMSPs and vehicle to grid solutions. 

Hungary could also be involved in consortia related to Clean Hydrogen Europe/Partnership projects. These 
projects may be funded by the Horizon Europe programme and CEF/TEN-T programme. In general, the Fuel 
Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH-JU), a partnership between the European Commission and the 
industry supports the development of innovative hydrogen technologies. 86  

Hungary carries out significant R+D+I activities in the smart mobility sector. Among others, the already 
operating ZalaZone Automotive Test Track offers the opportunity to try out innovations and carry out 
simulations in an area of 300 hectares. In addition, there is a large number of ‘Tier 1’ automotive suppliers 
in Hungary, such as Bosch, Knorr-Bremse, AVL, operating not only production capacity, but also R&D centers. 
One noteworthy research project related to smart mobility is the development of a Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS) concept, which was supported in the framework of a Horizon 2020 project87. As far as Hungary is 
concerned, the Budapest University of Technology and Economics carries out the ‘MaaS4EU project’, which 
aimed to examine smart solutions to overcome traffic issues caused by urbanisation. MaaS is a user-centric, 
intelligent mobility concept, in which user needs are met via a single platform and one service provider 
(MaaS operator) that offers transport options. Hungarian participants of the MaaS4EU project are: Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics, Hungarian Railways, BKK, GreenGo, MOL-Bubi, City Taxi.88 

 

 

  

 
86 Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Smart and sustainable mobility market in Hungary, 
https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf  
87 European Commission, Horizon 2020, MassS4EU, https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/horizon-2020/projects/h2020-
transport/intelligent-transport-systems/maas4eu  
88 Domokos Esztergár-Kiss*, Tamás Mátrai, Attila Aba, Hands-on experience of a MaaS demonstration in Budapest, 23rd EURO 
Working Group on Transportation Meeting, EWGT 2020, 16-18September 2020, 
Paphos, Cyprus, https://ewgt2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/extended_abstract/EWGT2020_abstract_225.pdf  

https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/04/Smart-sustainable-mobility-market-Hungary.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/horizon-2020/projects/h2020-transport/intelligent-transport-systems/maas4eu
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/horizon-2020/projects/h2020-transport/intelligent-transport-systems/maas4eu
https://ewgt2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/extended_abstract/EWGT2020_abstract_225.pdf
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4. ACCESS TO THE MARKET 

4.1 ASSOCIATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS 

National Research, Development and Innovation Office 
1077 Budapest, Kéthly Anna tér 1. 
+36 1 795 9500 
nkfihivatal@nkfih.gov.hu 
www.nkfih.gov.hu 

Ministry of Innovation and Technology 
1011 Budapest, Fő utca 44-50. 
+36 1 795 1700 
ugyfelszolgalat@itm.gov.hu 
www.kormany.hu/innovacios-es-technologiai-miniszterium/elerhetosegek 

The Hungarian Hydrogen and Fuel-cell Association 
1023 Budapest, Levél u. 10. fszt. 1. 
info@hfc-hungary.org 
www.hfc-hungary.org 

Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (HEA) 
1054 Budapest, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 52. 
+36 1 459 7777 
mekh@mekh.hu 
www.mekh.hu 

Climate Policy Institute 
1016 Budapest, Somlói út 49-53. 
+36 30 394 4759 
klimapolitika@mcc.hu 
www.klimapolitikaiintezet.hu 

Zero Carbon Hub 
1111 Budapest, Bertalan Lajos u. 2. 
zkk@bme.hu 
www.zerocarbonhub.hu 

 

 

mailto:nkfihivatal@nkfih.gov.hu
http://www.nkfih.gov.hu/
mailto:ugyfelszolgalat@itm.gov.hu
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mailto:info@hfc-hungary.org
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http://www.zerocarbonhub.hu/
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Magyar Földgáztároló Zrt. 
1138 Budapest, Váci út 144-150.  
+36 1 354 7050 
info@mfgt.hu 
www.mfgt.hu 

The Association of Hungarian Automotive Component Manufacturers (MAJOSZ) 
1137 Budapest Jászai Mari tér 5-6. (KUBIK Coworking) 
+36 20 209 3148 
gal.petra@majosz.hu 
www.automotivesuppliers.hu 

Association of the Hungarian Automotive Industry (MGSZ) 
1119 Budapest, Than Károly u. 3-5 
+36 1 371 5874 
mage@gepjarmuipar.hu 
www.mage.org.hu 

Green Bus Programme 
1054 Budapest, Kálmán Imre utca 1. 
+36 1 795 6648 
info@zoldbusz.hu 
www.zoldbusz.hu 

Hungarian Electromobility Association 
1051 Budapest, Szent István tér 7-11. 
info@elektromobilitas.hu 
www.elektromobilitas.hu 

The Hungarian E-Mobility Cluster ‘Ányos Jedlik’ 
1029 Budapest, Zsolt fejedelem utca 89. 
info@jedlikanyosklaszter.hu 
www.jedlikanyosklaszter.hu 

4.2 EVENTS 

Budapest Hydrogen Summit 

The Budapest Hydrogen Summit aims to bring together top industry stakeholders and policymakers from 
the CEE region and beyond to discuss the opportunities and challenges in harnessing the full power of 
hydrogen and to find out how this fuel could contribute to a carbon-free future. The goal of the conference 

mailto:info@mfgt.hu
mailto:info@mfgt.hu
http://www.mfgt.hu/
mailto:gal.petra@majosz.hu
mailto:gal.petra@majosz.hu
http://www.automotivesuppliers.hu/
mailto:mage@gepjarmuipar.hu
mailto:mage@gepjarmuipar.hu
http://www.mage.org.hu/
mailto:info@zoldbusz.hu
mailto:info@zoldbusz.hu
http://www.zoldbusz.hu/
mailto:info@elektromobilitas.hu
http://www.elektromobilitas.hu/
mailto:info@jedlikanyosklaszter.hu
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is to encourage cross-sector dialogue and knowledge-sharing to ensure the rapid scale-up and delivery of 
the hydrogen economy. 

Web: www.budapesthydrogensummit.com 

 

MACH-TECH 

MACH-TECH is the largest business industrial event in Hungary, where all sectors involved in industrial 
digitization and smart industry penetration are present alongside various control designers, robot 
manufacturers, electronics and logistics companies. The exhibitors have placed the greatest emphasis on 
the possibilities of Industry 4.0, with the most attention being paid to development trends in automation 
and industrial electronics, intelligent machines that communicate with each other (M2M), self-adaptive 
production processes and mass production.  

Venue: Hungexpo Budapest Congress and Exhibition Centre 

More information: www.iparnapjai.hu/en 

 

AUTOMOTIVE HUNGARY 

AUTOMOTIVE HUNGARY presents a sector-specific matrix for the automotive industry that includes 
electronics, IT, software, machinery, plastic industry, glass industry, chemical industry and the composite 
industry. In addition to the participation of Hungarian OEMs and component manufacturers the 
representatives of manufacturing process and supplier services, manufacturers and distributors of 
automotive components and systems, SI companies, factory equipment producers and industry-related 
service providers are present.  

Venue: Hungexpo Budapest Congress and Exhibition Centre 

More information: www.automotivexpo.hu/en 

 
 
Disclaimer 
The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable you to get a picture of the subject treated in this 

document. It is collected with the greatest care based on all data and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this publication 

was never intended to be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation. Consequently it can never be considered a legal, financial or 

other specialized advice. Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any errors, omissions or incompleteness, and no warranty is given 

or responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm, company or other organization mentioned. 

 

Date of publication: September 2022 
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